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â€œThis thorough guide to techniques, tools, and materials is filled with expert tips and tricks. The
detailed project instructions will inspire you to make your own mosaicked mark on the landscape.â€•
â€”Lorene Edwards Forkner, author of Handmade Garden Projects InÂ Mosaic Garden Projects,
artist Mark Brody walks step-by-step through the creation of 25 decorative yet functional
projects.Â WithÂ simple ideas like address signs and stepping stones to more complex projects
such as an orb fountain, Brody also includesÂ with a primer on the fundamentals of mosaic and
information on the range of possible materials. Project templates are included along with
instructions on how to scale each project.Â Mosaic Garden ProjectsÂ is packed with inspiration that
will brighten the garden all year long.
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I LOVE this book! It is clearly written, logically laid out, beautifully photographed and just so helpful.
He includes LISTS of what to buy, so when going shopping, it is so easy. I'm a beginning mosaic
artist who has taken 4 different classes from 4 different instructors. If I'd bought this book first, I think
I could have skipped many of those glasses. The author has a wonderful way of explaining tasks
and gives perfectly clear instruction. I've recommended the book to my other friends interested in
mosaic art.

Hats off to Mr. Brody and Ms. Ashdown for giving us a comprehensive, technically correct and

visually inspiring book about mosaics for the garden. Mosaics are labor intensive and when
constructed using proper technique and materials they will last indefinitely. Yet few books clearly
explain the howâ€™s and whyâ€™s; consequently many folks have jumped in with the creative and
skipped the all important technical realities of freeze/thaw cycles, appropriate adhesives and
surfaces rated for their climate. Mosaic Garden Projects not only covers these topics in detail, the
book includes 25 step-by-step projects with simple, easy to follow directions. The authors have
done an excellent job of organizing the information and the photography is excellent. A must have
addition to your library for anyone interested in mosaics for exterior display.

This book is a gorgeous gem! The 25 mosaic projects are beautiful and inspiring (bird feeder,
fountain, stepping stone, neighborhood library, address sign, etc). I highly recommend Mosaic
Garden Projects whether you are a beginner or a seasoned mosaic artist - projects range from easy
to challenging. The author has thought of everything: tools and materials, definition of terms,
step-by-step instructions and advice, and accompanying photography that is a visual delight. It is
well organized and easy to follow. I bought this book as a gift but have decided to keep it for myself!

Mosaic Garden Projects had every bit of information I needed to try my first project - and an
abundance of ideas to springboard my own creation from. Although the style of the illustrated work
isn't anything like mine, I think the tools techniques presented are applicable to any style. This book
has good information that I wouldn't have considered about using wood for outside projects, too....
I've seen old wooden chairs used for garden mosaic art & have wanted one ever since. Now, finally
I have a hope of making my own!

Fantastic book! It is so well laid out, clearly explained, great demonstrative photos of supplies,
techniques and such, and overall it is so much easier to follow than other mosaic books. I can't
recommend this book enough. It was a good investment and will help me for years to come with my
mosaic projects.

Gorgeous and inspiring! This is a comprehensive "how to" book that includes everything from
materials you'll need, to mosaic tips, to reproducible templates in the back (and the photographs are
beautiful and plentiful). I highly recommend this book regardless of your level of expertise or
experience - a must own for every creative soul.

I am very impressed by this book. A lot of cool projects that can be personalized. Great photos and
great explanations. Very clear descriptions, easy to follow. I am inspired to create a garden mosaic!

Very easy to follow. Great book for beginners and more advanced folks.
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